The dead-end elimination (DEE) theorems are powerful tools for the combinatorial optimization of protein side-chain placement in protein design and homology modeling. In order to reach their full potential, the theorems must be extended to handle very hard problems. We present a suite of new algorithms within the DEE paradigm that signi®cantly extend its range of convergence and reduce run time. As a demonstration, we show that a total protein design problem of 10 115 combinations, a hydrophobic core design problem of 10 244 combinations, and a side-chain placement problem of 10 1044 combinations are solved in less than two weeks, a day and a half, and an hour of CPU time, respectively. This extends the range of the method by approximately 53, 144 and 851 log-units, respectively, using modest computational resources. Small to average-sized protein domains can now be designed automatically, and side-chain placement calculations can be solved for nearly all sizes of proteins and protein complexes in the growing ®eld of structural genomics.
Introduction
Successful prediction of side-chain conformations of amino acids placed on a three-dimensional scaffold is central to the prediction of homologous protein structures Koehl & Delarue, 1994; Li et al., 1997; Shenkin et al., 1996; Wilson et al., 1993) , automated ®tting of electron-density maps in protein crystallography (Adams et al., 1999; Kuriyan et al., 1989; Subbiah & Harrison, 1989) , and the design of novel protein sequences (Dahiyat & Mayo, 1996; Desjarlais & Handel, 1995; Hellinga & Richards, 1994; Lazar et al., 1997) . Typically, a reduced representation is used to represent side-chain degrees of freedom, based on the observation that in proteins side-chain positions cluster in preferred conformations, or``rotamers'' (Ponder & Richards, 1987) . The modeling procedure involves the placement of libraries Lovell et al., 1999; Ponder & Richards, 1987) corresponding to either single amino acids (homology modeling and density ®tting) or several amino acid types (protein design) onto residue positions de®ned by the three-dimensional structure of a protein scaffold. Semi-empirical potential functions are used to represent the interactions between the residues. The problem is solved when the unique combination of rotamers at each residue position (rotameric sequence) corresponding to the global minimum energy conformation (GMEC) has been identi®ed.
The exponential nature of the combinatorial complexity associated with these rotameric choices requires the use of specialized algorithms to identify this GMEC (reviewed by Hellinga, 1998; Street & Mayo, 1999; Desjarlais & Clarke, 1998) . One approach relies on stochastic algorithms including simulated annealing (Hellinga & Richards, 1994; Koehl & Levitt, 1999a,b) , genetic algorithms (Desjarlais & Handel, 1995; Jones, 1994) , and self-consistent mean ®eld optimization (Koehl & Delarue, 1994 ; Lee & Subbiah, 1991) . It has recently been demonstrated, however, that these stochastic algorithms are prone to error, both in the minimum energy found and the rotameric composition of the proposed solution (Voigt et al., 2000) . Remarkably, deterministic algorithms have been discovered that take advantage of the pairwise decomposability of the potential function, and provably identify the GMEC in arbitrarily complex systems (Desmet et al., 1992; Goldstein, 1994; Gordon & Mayo, 1998) . This class of algorithms is based on the identi®cation and iterative elimination of rotamers that can be shown not to be members of the GMEC; this method has been termed``dead-end elimination'' (DEE). The algorithm converges when no conditions can be established that further eliminate rotamers, resulting in a residual set of rotamers. In the limit, this set corresponds to a unique sequence in which the GMEC has been identi®ed directly. Alternatively, if this set does not correspond to a unique sequence, but is suf®ciently small, the GMEC may be identi®ed in the remaining combinations by exhaustive enumeration, or tree searches such as`b ranch-and-bound'' (Reingold et al., 1977) or`b ranch-and-terminate'' . DEE algorithms have been successfully applied to side-chain placement Desmet et al., 1997; Voigt et al., 2000) . The largest published DEE side-chain placement problem is that of Achromobacter protease I, corresponding to 10 193 rotameric sequences (Voigt et al., 2000) . The search problem becomes more dif®cult when mutations as well as side-chain conformational freedom are introduced, because many more potential solutions with similar energies emerge, reducing the effectiveness of DEE ®lters (Voigt et al., 2000) . Designs have therefore been limited to small proteins or regions in larger proteins (Malakauskas & Mayo, 1998) . The largest published full sequence design problem is based on a 28-residue protein, zif-268, corresponding to 10 62 rotameric sequences (10 27 amino acid sequences), which has been demonstrated experimentally to assume the predicted structure . Additionally, 45 residues of the hydrophobic core of an integrin domain were optimized in a protein design problem with 10 100 rotameric sequences (Shimaoka et al., 2000) . Here, we describe three new generalizable DEE techniques that signi®cantly extend the computational power of the method, enabling the solution of $2500-residue side-chain placement problems and the complete design of 80-residue proteins, slightly less than the size of an average protein domain (Xu & Nussinov, 1998) . This corresponds to an extension of the convergence range of the method by approximately 900 and 180 log-units in complexity, respectively. This allows side-chain placement problems to be tackled for most proteins and protein complexes, which is likely to ®nd use in structural genomics. Furthermore, the automated design of many common protein folding motifs is now feasible.
Theory DEE algorithms
The DEE algorithms rely on the pairwise decomposition of an energy function that describes the interaction between the rotamers in the protein.
The algorithms operate on a precalculated matrix describing the pairwise interaction energies between rotamers s and t at residue positions i and j, respectively (written E(i s , j t )), as well as the interaction of all rotamers i s with the protein scaffold in the absence of other free side-chains (written E(i s )). For a p-residue system, the total energy of a conformation, conf (1 s , 2 s , . . . p s ), is therefore written as:
Each DEE algorithm is a ®lter that identi®es and eliminates rotamers that provably cannot be members of the GMEC. The ®lters operate on rotamers or combinations of rotamers (rotamer cluster) chosen within a subset of residues (residue cluster). A rotamer cluster c over a residue cluster r consists of rotamers i s , where i is a residue in r. The ®lters operate on clusters of arbitrary size, although for reasons of computational speed, clusters are usually limited to single rotamers or rotamer pairs. Within each residue cluster, pairwise comparisons of rotamer clusters are made to determine whether one cluster (the``query cluster'', c) is always energetically less favorable than another (the``comparison cluster'', c H ). For then, in any conformation of the remainder of the system (the``conformational background''), it is energetically favorable to switch from cluster c to cluster c H (Lasters et al., 1995) . The estimate of the minimum difference in energy contributed by c and c H is called the``interaction difference'' of the elimination criterion. If the interaction difference of the criterion is positive, the query cluster c may then be excluded from any solutions and is said to be eliminated. DEE algorithms iterate by repeatedly sweeping through residue and rotamer clusters, and become exhausted when no further eliminations may be made. In the limit, the hope is that the exhaustion condition corresponds to convergence to a unique sequence, or at worst reduces the problem suf®-ciently that it can be solved by heuristic combinatorial enumeration methods (Reingold et al., 1977; . This can never be predicted a priori, but can only be established empirically for each case. Fortunately, it is found that cases of similar complexity typically show similar behavior (bearing in mind the qualitative difference between side-chain placement and sequence design problems). For protein design calculations, it has been noted that surface-only designs are typically easier to solve than core-only designs, and that full protein designs are by far the most dif®cult calculations (Voigt et al., 2000) .
Elimination criteria are combined with cluster choice protocols to create an elimination algorithm. A``DEE schedule'', which combines these algorithms iteratively and progressively, is used to process eliminations in order both of increasing cluster size and increasing elimination criterion stringency. In this way, speed is gradually exchanged for convergence power as more computationally expensive algorithms are applied.
Query and comparison cluster pairs are constructed hierarchically: ®rst, clusters are selected at the residue level; second, within the residue cluster, query clusters are constructed systematically; ®nally, comparison clusters are selected. The simplest cluster pair is constructed by choosing a query cluster consisting of one residue i and one rotamer within i, and a comparison cluster consisting of the same residue and a different rotamer. Elimination ®lters are then applied by considering this cluster pair within its conformational background. The next level of clustering involves choosing a query cluster consisting of two residues and two rotamers; the corresponding comparison cluster consists of a different rotamer pair at the same residue pair.
The time-dependence and storage requirements of evaluating cluster pairs is exponential with the size of the residue cluster, which typically limits such clusters to two or three residues. Here, we show that this problem may be partially defeated by limiting the variable part of such clusters to a subset of all residue positions, rather than evaluating all possible choices of comparison clusters,`c omparison cluster focusing'' (vida infra). A second method used to limit the large number of comparison clusters is to apply elimination criteria only to a subset of all possible comparison clusters, namely those deemed particularly likely to lead to eliminations. This subset is typically selected by application of an``elimination-likelihood metric'', and this process is termed``metric-based ordering''.
Furthermore, additional eliminations can be generated by constructing``hybrid'' comparison clusters, which consist of a weighted average of possible comparison clusters. We refer to this as the``coef®cients method'' (Lasters et al., 1995) , and show that this can be improved by extending the construction of the weighted average beyond comparison clusters contained within a single residue cluster to hybrids derived from multiple residue clusters,``sub-cluster approximation''.
In addition, at any point in the computation, residue clusters may be combined into``super-residues'' in a process known as``residue uni®cation'' (Goldstein, 1994 ). These super-residues then become single residues in a new calculation that is equivalent to the ®rst; non-eliminated rotamer clusters become single rotamers at these new positions. Residue uni®cation typically renews the elimination power of DEE algorithms, but at the expense of creating more rotamers that must be addressed. Residue uni®cation need not result in a permanent increase in problem size, for eliminations of both non-uni®ed and uni®ed rotamers, as well as pairs of non-uni®ed rotamers, may be applied to the non-uni®ed problem, setting up new eliminations in the smaller problem setting (a technique known as``deconvolution'' of uni®ed results). In this fashion, several selections of residue uni®cation schemes may be applied in parallel, without an overwhelming increase in number of rotamers.
Residue uni®cation has a largely unpredictable effect on the¯ow of DEE computations, although uni®cation of highly correlated residues is typically the most productive choice of residue uni®cation scheme. Large problems eventually require a signi®cant degree of uni®cation in order to facilitate solution, and for this reason, it is bene®cial to increase the number of eliminations before residue uni®cation; this necessitates the discovery of ever more stringent elimination criteria. The three elimination criteria discovered to date (the``simple'',`l imited'', and``generalized'' criteria) are discussed in the following section, in order of increasing convergence power and decreasing computational speed.
DEE filters

Simple criterion
The ®rst DEE elimination criterion, discovered by Desmet et al. (1992) and referred to here as the simple criterion, takes the following form:
This condition is shown graphically on an energy landscape representation in Figure 1 (a). Note that each residue in the remainder is optimized separately from the others, and that previously eliminated rotamers j s may be left out of the minimum and maximum evaluations.
Limited criterion
Goldstein demonstrated that c and c H may be compared in the same conformational background, giving rise to a second, stronger, elimination criterion (Goldstein, 1994) :
That is, the conformational background is obtained by ®xing each residue in the conformation that most favors c relative to c H . The collection of Generalized Dead-end Elimination Algorithms rotamers j s minimizing the difference terms is referred to as the``limited background'' of the elimination, and the resulting energy difference as the``limited background interaction difference''. This elimination criterion has been referred to as the``Goldstein criterion'' (Goldstein, 1994) , but here is termed the limited criterion. An energy landscape representation of the limited criterion is shown in Figure 1(b) . A further improvement may be made to the limited criterion by the observation that the eliminated rotamers, as well as those that form eliminated pairs with any of the rotamers in c, may be excluded from the minimum term over j s , giving rise to a conformational background with a higher interaction difference. It is only necessary to compare c and c H in conformational backgrounds that are not known already to exclude c from the GMEC:
where min xkf(x) g(x) is de®ned to be min {g(x): f(x) is a non-eliminated cluster}; that is, the minimum of g over all non-eliminated clusters x, subject to the constraint that f(x) also be a non-eliminated cluster. A proof of this enhanced form of the limited criterion may be found in a study published by Lasters et al. (1995) .
Generalized criterion
Here, we demonstrate that an even stronger restriction may be placed on the conformational background. If residues are added to the conformational background in groups as opposed to singly (as in the previous two criteria), then conformational background is subdivided ®rst into regions corresponding to three rotamers at residue d, and then further into two rotamers at a second position e. In the subregion of the conformational background corresponding to conformations containing the rotamer d 3 , application of the limited criterion shows that the query cluster c is eliminated by the comparison cluster c H . Thus, the cluster (c,d 3 ) may be eliminated. In the subregion corresponding to conformations containing d 2 , neither c H nor c HH eliminates c by application of the limited criterion. However, in the subregion of conformations containing both d 2 and e 1 , c HH is found to eliminate c, so the cluster (c,d 2 ,e 1 ) may be elinated. In the subregion of conformations containing both d 2 and e 2 , c H is found to eliminate c, so the cluster (c,d 2 ,e 2 ) may be eliminated. Thus, the cluster (c,d 2 ) makes no noneliminated interactions with residue e and may therefore be liminated. Similar reasoning leads to the elimination of cluster (c,d 1 ). Thus, the query cluster c makes no noneliminated interactions with residue d and is therefore eliminated. eliminated clusters of rotamers in these groups may be excluded from the minimum operator, in addition to those which form dead-end clusters with c (vida supra). This further reduces the size of the domain of comparison between c and c H , increasing the interaction difference and thus the possibility of elimination; this enhancement gives rise to the generalized criterion. The``full'' generalized criterion treats the entire conformational background as a single rotamer cluster:
where {j s } denotes the entire conformational background. The updated conformational background resulting from application of this criterion is referred to as the``generalized background''. A proof of this new elimination criterion is given in Appendix 1.
Partial generalized criterion
Due to the combinatorial nature of this optimization, the full generalized criterion is in practice quite dif®cult to evaluate, since, in general it is nearly as complex an optimization as the global problem. However, we have devised methods that allow construction of a lower bound of the interaction difference of the full generalized criterion, by considering only a subset of the residues in the conformational background. This approach, thè`p artial generalized criterion'', is much faster than the full generalized criterion, and still provides a strong lower bound for the interaction difference, especially if eliminated rotamer sub-clusters of the limited background are identi®ed that particularly favor the query cluster.
Construction of the generalized background begins with the evaluation of the limited background of the elimination, followed by the identi®cation of eliminated clusters within this large collection of rotamers. Any sub-clusters of the limited background that are known to be dead-end are then re-optimized to ®nd the noneliminated rotamer cluster at this residue cluster that most favors the query cluster relative to the comparison cluster (``conformational background re-optimization''). Any re-optimization gives rise to a valid generalized background; a greater degree of re-optimization increases the probability of elimination, at the expense of longer compute time. As elimination status is only stored for clusters of size 1 and 2, a good choice for the breakdown of the conformational background is into single residues and residue pairs where the j s rotamers from the limited background form a dead-end pair (DEP). This is the standard implementation of the generalized criterion; the residues in the pairs are chosen from the top of a rank-ordered list of residues interacting highly with the query cluster, to maximize the addition to the interaction difference. The Limited background may be divided for reoptimization into residue clusters of size larger than two; the largest allowable residue cluster size is referred to as the``partition depth'' of the criterion.
Cluster construction
Comparison cluster focusing
As discussed above, a query cluster c can be eliminated if a comparison cluster is found with positive interaction difference. In addition, if over a given residue set, all clusters containing a particular sub-cluster c are eliminated, then c can be eliminated as well. For a given original query cluster c (a rotamer i g or a rotamer pair (i g , j g )) over residue cluster r, comparison cluster focusing seeks to ®nd the smallest residue super-cluster of r over which all rotamer clusters containing c may be eliminated, thus eliminating c. In this method, comparison clusters are allowed to vary from query clusters only at the residue positions in c. For example, to produce eliminations at residue i, comparison cluster focusing queries
), where i g and i t are the variable parts of the clusters, and the k xg rotamers are invariant (the k residues are called the``residue extension'' of i, and the k g rotamers the``conformational extension'' of i g ). This is called single-residue comparison cluster focusing. Similarly, to produce eliminations at the residue pair (i, j), residue pair comparison cluster focusing queries clusters (i g , j g , k 1 g , . . . k s-2 g ) against comparison clusters (i t , j t , k 1 g , . . . k s-2 g ). Comparison cluster focusing is tantamount to enumerating potential conformations at a separate residue cluster, and attempting elimination of the query cluster in all of these new conformational backgrounds; a demonstration of this concept is shown on an energy landscape diagram in Figure 1 (c). It is thus similar to the divide and conquer method described by Desmet et al. (1997) ; it offers many advantages over this technique, however. In addition to reducing the number of comparison clusters sampled per query cluster, these comparisons may be made in the same conformational background as the original query cluster, eliminating the costly step of computing a conformational background for each elimination attempt. Thus, eliminations of conformational extensions of c may be performed quickly. A technique quite similar to comparison cluster focusing, that of``conformational splitting'', has been published recently (Pierce et al., 2000) . It should be noted that``conformational splitting'' makes eliminations solely at the level of individual rotamers, and that a rotamer is eliminated by``conformational splitting'' if, and only if, all pairs of this rotamer with another residue are eliminated by comparison cluster focusing. In practice, this difference results in a large disparity of elimination ef®cacy between the two algorithms.
Metric-based ordering
Within any DEE ®lter, run time may be improved if elimination criteria operate only on cluster pairs that are likely to produce eliminations. Metrics may be de®ned that rank-order cluster pairs by estimated likelihood of elimination. The two most notable are referred to as``magic bullets'' and``q rs -q uv``m atrices (Gordon & Mayo, 1998) . The magic bullets method rank-orders the rotamer clusters by their worst possible interaction with the conformational background (``interaction maximum''). The cluster c H with the least interaction maximum is selected to be the magic bullet, and is the sole comparison cluster employed for all query clusters. Magic bullets ordering has been successful in limiting the number of cluster pairs searched while still retaining a high degree of elimination (Gordon & Mayo, 1998) .
The q rs -q uv method uses both the interaction maximum and the``interaction minimum'' (bestpossible interaction with the conformational background) to determine the rank-order of each cluster pair. The``interval overlap'' of a cluster pair is de®ned as the difference between the interaction maximum of the comparison cluster and the interaction minimum of the query cluster, similarly, thè`i nterval'' of a rotamer cluster is the difference in its interaction maximum and minimum. A cluster pair is formed only if its interval overlap is suf®-ciently large compared to the interval of the query cluster and suf®ciently small compared to the interval of the comparison cluster (Gordon & Mayo, 1998) .
Here, we introduce an additional metric to increase the elimination ef®ciency of comparison cluster focusing, which measures the energetic spread of residue pairs: Spr(i,j) is de®ned as the difference of the maximum and the minimum interaction energies of non-eliminated pairs. A high value of Spr(i,j) indicates that residues i and j are highly interacting, since both good and bad interactions must exist, whereas a low value of Spr(i,j) indicates that there are few interactions between the residues, or that there is little distinction between the rotamers. The metric Spr is used to choose optimal residue extensions for singleresidue comparison cluster focusing. For a given single residue i, the residue extension k is chosen as follows: k 1 is chosen to maximize Spr(i,k 1 ), k 2 is chosen from the remaining residues to maximize Spr(i,k 2 ), and the process continues until k s À 1 is chosen. For residue pair comparison cluster focusing, residue k n is instead chosen to maximize max(Spr(i,k n ), Spr(j,k n )). Algorithms limiting their search to the single residue extension obtained from this process are called``ranked comparison cluster focusing''.
The most successful implementation of comparison cluster focusing is a recursive application: for a given cluster c over r, ®rst all (jrj 1)-clusters containing c are submitted to ranked comparison cluster focusing, followed by all (jrj 2)-clusters, stopping at a user-de®ned limit of s-clusters. For very large-complexity problems, a threshold of s 7 has given good results.
Sub-cluster approximation
The``coef®cients method'' involves the creation of a``hybrid cluster'' from the weighted average of clusters over a given residue cluster (Lasters et al., 1995) . Let c 1 . . . c N be N clusters over the residue cluster r, and let each cluster c i have an associated non-negative weight w i such that AE N i 1 w i 1, then the hybrid cluster c H AE N i 1 w i c i may make eliminations as would any rotamer cluster over r (a proof of this for the limited criterion, as well as a method for determining good values of the weights w i , has been reported by Lasters et al. (1995) ). As the size of r grows, the time required to apply the coef®-cients method grows considerably. It would therefore be bene®cial to eliminate a cluster c with smaller hybrid clusters, particularly if elimination data have been stored for these sub-clusters. We therefore introduce an extension of the coef®cients method that removes the condition that the clusters c i be over the same residue cluster (``sub-cluster approximation''). This can be achieved using the revised condition in which the weights assigned to each individual residue sum to unity. For instance, for the query cluster (1 A , 2 A , 3 A ), a legitimate hybrid comparison cluster is:
A proof of this updated elimination criterion may be found in Appendix 2. If eliminations have already been performed at the residue sub-cluster r i , then the interaction difference of c may be computed quickly from the prior interaction differences of the c i by subtracting the contributions from residues contained in r but not r i . Thus after single rotamer and pair eliminations have been made and the corresponding interaction differences stored, sub-cluster approximation may be applied with no calculation of additional conformations.
Performance analysis
Algorithm nomenclature
It is useful to describe a nomenclature for DEE algorithms that uniquely de®nes the choice of query clusters, the range of comparison clusters (including any allowed hybrid rotameric constructions such as those generated by the coef®cients method or sub-cluster approximation), and the criterion by which the two are compared. We introduce a trinomial nomenclature DEE(s(option), jrj, Criterion) for algorithms, where s represents the size of the query clusters submitted to the criterion, and jrj represents the size of the variable part of these clusters (e.g. jrj 1 for single residue comparison cluster focusing; jrj 2 for residue pair comparison cluster focusing). Criterion is an element of the set {simple, limited, full generalized criterion, Generalized criterion with partition depth p}, abbreviated as {S,L,G(f),G(p)}. Finally, option represents any schemes for the limitation of or addition to the domain of comparison clusters; it is an element of {coef®cients method, ranked comparison cluster focusing, conformational splitting (``split (s 1)``), magic bullets and q rs -q uv metrics, sub-cluster approximation}, abbreviated as {c,r,cs,mb,sa}.
Algorithm analysis
The estimated number of rotamer pairwise interaction energies that must be retrieved for an entire round of eliminations is the principal determinant of the compute time of a DEE algorithm. To simplify the analysis, we treat all algorithms as employing the limited criterion, and abbreviate the nomenclature as DEE(s(option), jrj), and consider a system with p residues, and an average of n rotamers per residue position.
For a full comparison of single rotamers, DEE(1,1) (every choice of query rotamer is compared against every choice of comparison rotamer), the evaluation of the interaction difference involves the calculation of the interaction with every rotamer at every other position, involving O(np) pairwise energies for a given query rotamer c and comparison rotamer c H at position r. Thus, for an entire round of eliminations, for all query and corresponding comparison rotamers,
2 ) pairwise energies must be evaluated.
Single-residue two-cluster focusing, DEE(2,1), is an extension of DEE(1,1); once c has been queried against c H , DEE(2,1) queries (c, c 1 ) against (c H , c 1 ), where c 1 is a rotamer at another residue position, r 1 . As the conformational background of the comparison is preserved, only the interaction between residues r and r 1 must be updated: the member of the limited background at residue r 1 must be replaced by rotamer c 1 . The interaction of c and c Extending the above to single-residue threecluster focusing, DEE(3,1), four pairwise energies must be evaluated for each pair of rotamers at both positions in a two-residue extension of r, yielding a O(( ). It should be noted that the above analysis represents the worst-case. Because only dead-end rotamers and rotamer pairs are stored, in the current implementation of all comparison cluster focusing algorithms with s > 2, eliminations at c are halted if a conformational extension of c fails to be eliminated. For this reason, these comparison cluster focusing algorithms generally run much faster than their theoretical speed. When s 2 (i.e. DEE(2,1)), all elimination decisions may be stored as deadend pairs.
A summary of all DEE comparison strategies, together with run time estimates, is given in Table 1 .
Results
In the above section, we have presented three fundamental generalizations of the DEE method that have led to several new DEE ®lters (Table 1) , which greatly improve both convergence power and speed of calculation. To demonstrate the utility of these new methods, we carry out two types of calculations: placement of amino acid side-chains on a protein template of pre-de®ned sequence and structure (``high-resolution sequence threading''), and solutions to the inverse folding problem on protein domains (``protein design''). We demonstrate that these methods can solve large-scale high-resolution threading problems, and inverse folding problems for scaffolds that fall within the range of average protein domain sizes. We also demonstrate that the calculations are accurate, and that the errors can be attributed mainly to uncertainties in the Cartesian coordinates of the protein frames onto which the side-chains are placed.
Side-chain placement modeling
The ®nal stage of a side-chain placement problem (homology modeling) is the prediction of the Cartesian coordinates of the amino acid side-chains corresponding to the modeled sequence. High-resolution threading using the DEE algorithms has been previously applied to structures of up to 323 total residues, with considerable success . In order for this method to be generally applicable to structural genomics, the upper limit for the size of the modeled protein or complex must be extended.
High-resolution threading calculations were performed on 19 proteins, ranging in size from 46 to 2462 residues (Table 2). A total of 11 of these corresponded to the proteins modeled by to compare accuracy and calculation speed; the remaining eight are substantially larger in size to demonstrate improved convergence. The members of this set ranged in resolution from 1.0 A Ê to 2.3 A Ê . The exact coordinates of the backbone, as well as alanine, glycine, proline, and disul®de-forming cysteine side-chains, were retained in calculations. The DEE solutions were not further energy-minimized prior to comparison with the original structures. The threaded and original side- For the larger modeling problems, both a control DEE schedule and a schedule of new algorithms were run for comparison of convergence time.
a Problem complexity is given as the base-10 logarithm of the number of rotameric sequences. b Prediction accuracy is shown as the fraction of core residues correctly modeled for both the C a and C b side-chain placement methods.
c All times are given in seconds.
chain structures were compared by the volume overlap method , which has been shown to be superior to other comparison methods, such as the``40 dihedral '' comparison (De Maeyer et al., 1997) . The calculations were carried out using elimination schedules corresponding to previously published and new algorithms, respectively, in order to quantify the improvements of the new methods. The new methods signi®cantly decrease the convergence time, particularly as the problem size grows ( Table 2) . The improved convergence time of the new algorithms is dramatically demonstrated by the threading calculations performed on pyruvate-ferredoxin oxidoreductase dimer, which consists of 2462 residues (Chabriere et al., 1999) . This problem contains 10947 rotamers, corresponding to a combinatorial complexity of 9.5 Â 10
1043
. The DEE schedule for the calculation consisted of single-residue ranked comparison cluster focusing and magic bullets residue pair comparisons, using the limited criterion for all comparisons; residue uni®cation was twice performed. The calculation pro®le is shown in Figure 2 (a), and the details of the algorithm schedule are given in Table 3 . The problem was solved on a single processor within 45 minutes using the new methods, whereas previous methods on the same processor converge only after 4.5 days and extensive residue uni®cation (Figure 2(a) ). A detail of the last portion of the calculation pro®le is shown in Figure 2 (b); this sub-calculation was performed with two different DEE schedules: one of three-residue sub-cluster approximation, and a control schedule of DEE(2,2) (Goldstein pairs). The sub-cluster approximation schedule quickly solves the problem, whereas the control schedule exhausts its elimination potential without signi®-cantly reducing problem complexity (Figure 2(b) ).
To investigate prediction accuracy, van der Waals volume overlap was used to quantify the match between the predicted and experimentally determined side-chain structures . The percentage of correctly modeled residues (570 % overlap) was investigated as a function of solvent exposure. The prediction accuracy is a function of several factors: residue exposure (buried side-chains are predicted more accurately than exposed ones); protein size (larger proteins are predicted less accurately than small ones; Figure 3) ; quality of the experimentally determined starting structure (low resolution and high B-factors are associated with less accurate predictions). Prediction errors may arise from four sources: rotamer library incompleteness, force ®eld inadequacy, experimental inaccuracies in the X-ray data, or errors in the crystallographic model. The contributions from these four separate effects are discussed in the following sections.
Rotamer library completeness
The rotamer library that was used in these calculations covers 94.5 % of the side-chain conformations observed in high-resolution structures (Lovell et al., 2000) . Rotamer libraries representing the side-chain degrees of freedom were placed on the backbone coordinates by superimposing either the C a or C b atomic coordinates as the local origin. The rotamer libraries use standard amino acid geometries (Engh & Huber, 1991) which are preserved in the C a placement method, but are slightly deformed by the C b placement. The latter therefore takes into account deviations from , and the``new algorithms'' schedule (squares). Waves of elimination in the latter correspond to (1) single residue simple elimination; (2) single residue elimination; and (3) single residue comparison cluster focusing with s 4 4, both with the limited criterion. During comparison cluster focusing, the number of non-eliminated pairs decreases by 60 %, allowing residue uni®cation to greatly reduce the combinatorial complexity of the problem. (b) Detail of the ®nal steps in the calculation pro®le for both the new algorithms and a control schedule. The performance of`f ull Goldstein pairs'' is shown by the circles; the algorithm has exhausted, i.e. no further eliminations are possible. The performance of three-residue subcluster approximation is indicated by the squares. Both algorithms employ the limited criterion. Times are given in seconds, and plotted on log-scale.
Generalized Dead-end Elimination Algorithms ideality in the experimental X-ray structure. Comparison of the results obtained by both methods ( Table 2 ) clearly shows that prediction quality is signi®cantly dependent on the choice of the placement method, especially in the lower quality experimental models, with the C b placement method generally giving better results.
Force field parameterization
Although it is impossible to demonstrate that the force ®eld parameters are correct, it can be determined that they are not obviously wrong since they give self-consistent results. For each of the 19 modeled proteins, the crystal structure minimizes the force ®eld among all models constructed (data not shown).
Quality of X-ray data
In order to investigate the effects of the quality of the X-ray model, side-chain placement calculations were performed with four determinations of thermolysin in the same space group, at different resolution and re®nement quality (PDB codes 1tln, 2tln, 3tln, and 8tln). The ®rst two structures were determined to 2.3 A Ê (Matthews et al., 1974) , and the latter two to 1.6 A Ê (Holland et al., 1992) . The dependence of prediction accuracy on template structure quality is shown in Figure 4 , and strongly correlates with the quality of the template structure. This suggests that a portion of the decline of validation score is due to the lower resolution of the larger crystal structures. A similar trend is seen when the validation scores of the 19 Control schedule:
(1,1,S),(1,1,L); (2(mb),2,L) Comparison cluster focusing schedule:
(1,1,S),(1,1,L),(2,1,L),(3(r),1,L)3(5(r),1,L); (2(mb),2,L) Generalized criterion schedule:
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a Both number of modeled residues and number of total residues are shown. b See the text for nomenclature de®nition. Figure 3 . Plot of prediction accuracy (fraction of core residues correctly predicted using the C b atom replacement method) versus number of modeled residues for the 19 proteins.
proteins are plotted versus template structure resolution; this correlation is shown in Figure 5 .
Experimental model errors
One frequent source of errors in crystallographic models is the orientation of the terminal amide of Asn or Gln side-chains (Lovell et al., 1999; Hooft et al., 1996) . This arises from uncertainties in distinguishing the N and O atoms of the side-chain amide group, based purely on considerations of electron density, without reference to possible hydrogen-bonding interaction made by these groups. It has been shown that``¯ipping'' these terminal groups can improve model accuracy (Lovell et al., 1999; Hooft et al., 1996) . The sidechain placement solutions usually assign the chemically correct orientation of these side-chains automatically (data not shown), thereby differing from (and improving) the original experimental model.
Protein design
Sequence design calculations are inherently more dif®cult than side-chain placement because the pair-wise interaction matrix contains more nearisoenergetic interactions. The additional degrees of freedom in sequence space therefore considerably diminish the interaction differences in elimination criteria, making eliminations much harder than in the side-chain placement setting. The DEE method has been shown to be quite effective in solving the design problem, however, both for protein stabilization (Malakauskas & Mayo, 1998) and the complete redesign of a small protein domain . In the latter example, the DEE methodology was used to select the most favorable sequence out of a sequence space with 2 Â 10 27 amino acid sequences and 10 62 rotameric combinations. Here, the improved DEE algorithms were applied to the problem of solving larger protein design computations. Three design calculations were performed: the design of a hydrophobic core Figure 4 . Plot of prediction accuracy (using the C b atom replacement method) of four models of thermolysin. Models are made for four structures of increasing quality. Prediction accuracy is shown separately for residues with 10 % solvent accessibility (grey circles), residues with 25 % solvent accessibility (black squares), and all residues (grey diamonds). Figure 5 . Plot of prediction accuracy (using the C b atom replacement method) versus template resolution.
Generalized Dead-end Elimination Algorithms both for ®bronectin and a human F ab fragment, and the complete sequence redesign of the 80-residue N-terminal domain of lambda repressor.
Fibronectin core design
Fibronectin (PDB code 1fna) was used to create a template for hydrophobic core design (Dickinson et al., 1994) . Core positions were chosen using an automatic assignment algorithm (Street & Mayo, 1998) . The allowed amino acid alphabet at these positions was limited to hydrophobic residues only (Ala, Ile, Leu, Met, Trp, Phe, and Val). The problem was relatively small (3 Â 10 27 rotameric combinations), allowing comparison of the new DEE algorithms with less powerful previously published algorithms. The same computation was performed with three separate DEE schedules: ®rst, a control schedule consisting solely of previously published algorithms (excluding conformational splitting); second, a comparison cluster focusing schedule to demonstrate this technique's effect on performance; and third, a generalized criterion schedule to show the effect that this new criterion may have. In addition, two further schedules were tested: ®rst, one consisting solely of two-cluster focusing and Goldstein pairs; second, a corresponding schedule with the weaker conformational splitting (s 1) (Pierce et al., 2000) replacing twocluster focusing. This allows direct comparison of the methods of comparison cluster focusing and conformational splitting. The details of the algorithm schedules are shown in Table 3 , and the calculation pro®les of the ®ve schedules are shown in Figure 6 .
The conformational splitting schedule is shown to converge in slightly less time than the control schedule. Furthermore, the two-cluster focusing schedule is found to converge in roughly half the time of the corresponding conformational splitting schedule, demonstrating the advantage of this technique. The complete comparison cluster focusing schedule shows a further two-fold rate enhancement over two-cluster focusing, and the generalized criterion schedule shows a further three-fold rate enhancement over comparison cluster focusing. The techniques of comparison cluster focusing and the generalized criterion are thus shown to be greatly effective in increasing the speed at which DEE calculations are performed, over all previously published methods.
Human F ab fragment core design As a demonstration of the increase in design problem size now addressable with the DEE theorems, a complete design of the 170-residue hydrophobic core of human F ab fragment was performed. The template structure was obtained from PDB ®le 8fab (Strong et al., 1991) . This problem consists of 6658 allowable rotamers (of the restricted hydrophobic alphabet) at 170 automatically selected core positions, resulting in a total combinatorial complexity of 1 Â 10 244 , approximately 180 orders of magnitude larger than the largest published DEE protein design calculation . The computation was performed using a combination of the generalized criterion and ranked comparison cluster focusing, as detailed in Table 3 . This large problem was solved in 36 hours (Figure 7 ). This is a dramatic increase in performance relative to prior protein design calculations implemented with the DEE methodology.
Complete redesign of lambda repressor
The most dif®cult protein design problems are those involving the design of all residues on a given protein scaffold. The utility of the new DEE methods for solving very large full sequence design problems was demonstrated using the 80-residue N-terminal domain of lambda repressor (Beamer & Pabo, 1992) . The ®rst 80 residues were Figure 6 . Calculation pro®les for ®bronectin core design. The``control algorithms'' schedule is indicated by the triangles, the``comparison cluster'' focusing schedule is shown by the diamonds, and thè`g eneralized criterion'' schedule by the crosses. The results of one residue-extension comparison cluster focusing (circles) and conformational splitting (squares) are also shown for contrast. See Table 3 for details of the algorithm schedules.
taken from the PDB ®le 1lmb and used as the template for the design calculation. Proline 78 was constrained to remain proline, but the N-terminal proline 6 was allowed to mutate. Of the glycine residues, 43 and 48 were allowed to mutate to alanine, based on backbone structure, whereas the other glycine residues were retained. Some aspects of H-bonding patterns involving side-chain interactions observed in the wild-type structure were also constrained in the designed protein. First, N-cap H-bonding interactions, known to be an important determinant of protein fold and stability (Richardson & Richardson, 1988) , were conserved, although the position and identity of the side-chain contributing the N-cap H-bond was allowed to change. Similarly, H-bonds stabilizing the structure of the b-turn from residue 72 to residue 76 were retained in the design, again allowing the position and identity of the H-bond partner to change. Secondly, side-chains that form additional, potentially competing, H-bonds with groups involved in main-chain to main-chain H-bonds were disallowed. This in particular restricted placement of serine, threonine, and asparagine residues in helical positions. Residues were classi®ed according to their enviroment: core, boundary, surface (Street & Mayo, 1998) . The alphabet of allowed mutations was restricted according to this classi®cation (see Methods).
With these restrictions, the rotameric identity of ®ve side-chains was uniquely determined. At the 68 other designed positions, 4570 rotamers were allowed, for an initial combinatorial complexity of 1 Â 10 115 rotameric sequences (2 Â 10 76 amino acid sequences). The problem was solved in approximately two days, distributed over eight 700 MHz Pentium III processors. A DEE schedule containing all novel techniques discussed here was employed to solve the problem. Each of the three techniques (comparison cluster focusing, the generalized criterion, and sub-cluster approximation) is found to produce eliminations when the other techniques have exhausted their elimination potential (data not shown). In this respect, the three techniques collectively greatly extend the power of the DEE computational method.
The calculated GMEC solution (Figure 8 ) contains 33 conserved wild-type residues, of which ®ve are ®xed proline and glycine residues. Many of the core residues were conserved. The other sequence conservations are due primarily to N and C-cap H-bonding constraints. The hydrophobic pattern (known to be critically important in fold determination) was essentially conserved, with the only changes being two surface and two boundary positions switching from non-polar to polar. Although the charge balance of the wild-type and designed sequences are the same (neutral), the designed sequence has a total of 34 charged residues, whereas the wild-type has 20. The increase in total number of charged residues is a direct consequence of the simple electrostatic model used, and is probably unrealistic. Work is in progress to improve the parameterization through introduction of additional terms to constrain sequence composition as well as other empirical factors. The wildtype and designed sequences are shown in Figure 8 , along with environment and hydrogenbonding restriction data.
Discussion
We have described three methods for use with the DEE combinatorial optimization paradigm. The new DEE ®lter (the generalized criterion) and the two new methods of cluster pair construction (comparison cluster focusing and sub-cluster approximation) are all demonstrated to dramatically enhance the performance of DEE calculations employed for both homology modeling and protein design. The greatest performance results when the three new techniques are used in conjunction. Furthermore, the calculations can be executed with Figure 7 . Calculation pro®le for the hydrophobic core design of human F ab fragment. Twenty residue uni®cation steps were applied; they are not shown on this Figure. The DEE schedule for this design combined the generalized criterion with ranked comparison cluster focusing; see Table 3 for details of algorithm schedule.
Generalized Dead-end Elimination Algorithms modest computational resources (a single processor, 1 GB memory), and are easily performed on a present-day, state-of-the-art personal computer.
These algorithms can now tackle side-chain placement problems of at least 2500 residues. This is suf®ciently powerful to solve most homology modeling problems. Furthermore, it should be possible to use this method for automatic electron density ®tting, which is an important aspect of the newly emerging ®eld of structural genomics. Finally, the design calculations can demonstrably solve problems of almost 100 residues, and are likely to be extendible to larger domains. The design of small to average-sized protein domains has therefore now become possible.
Materials
Protein structures for the library of proteins for side-chain placement (1ah7, 1bx4, 1tln, 2tln, 3tln, 8tln, 8rxn, 1ifc, 1a8i, 1b0p, 1bu7, 1cs1, 1xwl, 3app, 2ptc, 1igd, 1crn, 2wrp, 1a3n, 1lz1, 1mba, 1rpg) , as well as those for protein design (1FNA, 8FAB, and 1LMB) were obtained from the RCSB Protein Data Bank (http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/). For side-chain placement, a``template'' structure was formed by truncating all modeled side-chains (excluding alanine, glycine, proline, and disul®de-forming cysteine) to alanine; for protein design, only glycine and proline residues are preserved from the template (some glycine residues are selected to be mutated to alanine, if allowable by sterics and the Ramachandran plot). All other side-chains are trimmed to alanine for rotamer placement, and allowed to freely mutate. Rotamers having a``template-interaction'' energy of greater than 10 kcal/mol were eliminated in both side-chain placement and protein design calculations.
Force ®eld parameters were taken from the CHARMM22 force ®eld (MacKerell et al., 1998) ; the potential contained van der Waals, electrostatic, explicit hydrogen bonding, solvation, entropic, and statistical terms. For van der Waals, a Lennard-Jones 6-12 potential was employed; for design calculations, the r À12 component of the potential well was scaled linearly by 35 % away from the equilibrium radius (to allow fuller core packing.) A distance-dependent dielectric of 8 was used in Coulombic calculations. A pairwise-decomposable solvation energy expression was modeled after Street & Mayo (1998) , using the same parameters of 26 cal mol
À1
A Ê À2 favoring non-polar burial and 100 cal mol À1 A Ê À2 penalizing polar burial. In addition, a rotamer's template-exposed nonpolar surface area was explicitly penalized by 40 cal mol À1 A Ê À2 for aliphatic side-chains, and by 150 cal mol À1 A Ê À2 for aromatic side-chains. A side-chain entropy term was implemented using the approximation of 0.66 kcal mol À1 per frozen w angle, and 0.2 kcal mol À1 per frozen methyl group. The particularly large entropic cost of freezing a methionine side-chain was arbitrarily estimated at 8.0 kcal mol
. A hybridization-dependent explicit hydrogen-bonding potential was modeled after . Finally, a statistical analysis of 500 randomly chosen structures from the PDB was used to determine the distribution of the various amino acids in the core, boundary, and surface of proteins. These raw probabilites were then converted to a statistical potential by a simple Boltzmann model (ÁG ÀRT ln p). This statistical potential, weighted by a factor of 10, was then added to the molecular mechanics potential.
Rotamer libraries for side-chain placement were taken from De , with a total rotamer library size of 859 rotamers. Rotamer libraries for protein design were taken from an analysis of high-resolution protein structures (Lovell et al., 2000) , although for aromatic side-chains in the hydrophobic core, the larger library of (De Maeyer et al., 1997) was used to increase diversity and allow for better design of a fully packed core. Additionally, library diversity was further increased by sampling rotatable polar hydrogen positions in 120 intervals, and by allowing all three protonation states of histidine. Hydrophobic core side-chains were allowed to mutate to Ala, Leu, Ile, Val, Phe, and Trp, totaling 395 allowable rotamers at each core position. Boundary positions were allowed to mutate to Arg, Asn, Asp, Gln, Glu, His, Lys, Ser, Thr, Ala, Ile, Leu, Met, Val, and the smaller libraries (Lovell et al., 2000) of Phe, Tyr, and Trp, totaling 280 rotamers at each boundary position. Surface positions were allowed to mutate to Arg, Asn, Asp, Gln, Glu, His, Lys, Ser, Thr, and Ala, totaling 214 rotamers at each surface position. Calculations were performed on either a single SGI R12000 processor (1 GB memory) or distributed over eight 700 MHz Pentium III processors (1 GB memory), which performed at $80 % of the SGI speed. 
